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Fatma Aydemir’s second novel, Djinns, is a fast-paced and character-

driven family saga set in Germany and Turkey at the end of the 20th

century.

Following the story of the Yilmaz family, a Turkish-Kurdish family who

emigrated to Germany when the children were small, the novel

touches on the themes of immigrant experiences, LGBTQ struggles,

mental health and grief. 

One week before he is due to retire, Hüseyin, a Turkish Gastarbeiter

in Germany, dies of a heart attack, leaving his grieving wife and

children behind. The novel focuses on each of these characters in

turn, building up a complex portrait of a family torn apart by secrets

and silence. 

Ümit, the youngest child, is struggling to come to terms with his

sexuality and his unrequited love for his friend, Jonas. Peri is studying

at university while secretly grieving her ex-boyfriend’s suicide. She

meets and forms an attachment to a mysterious stranger, Ciwan –

who soon vanishes again without a trace. Hakan, their older brother,

is living with his white girlfriend, but her parents struggle to accept

a son-in-law who isn’t white. 

Sevda, the eldest sister, has had a very different childhood from the

rest of the family: while her younger siblings grew up in Germany,

https://www.new-books-in-german.com/recommendations/?searchInput=Fatma%20Aydemir
https://www.new-books-in-german.com/recommendations/djinns/
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Sevda was left behind with her grandparents in Turkey, where she

was denied any access to education. When she joined the rest of

the family, she was promptly married off, aged just eighteen. She has

since left her neglectful husband and runs her own business, but she

has not forgiven her parents for turning her away when she first

attempted to leave him. 

In Istanbul, Sevda and her mother Emine have their first conversation

in five years, a tense exchange full of frustrated tenderness.

Emine confesses that she had a child before Sevda, whom she gave

away to relatives who could not have children.

Hüseyin had recently reconnected with the child – who had come out

as a transgender man – but sent him away. The

child was Ciwan, who then died in a car accident shortly before

Hüseyin’s death.

The novel opens with the perspective of Hüseyin and ends with that

of Emine. While the children’s sections are written in the third person,

Hüseyin and Emine’s sections are told in the second person, and it’s

left to the reader to decide whether the parents are

being challenged by their children about their actions.

With its interweaving of perspectives and frequent use of flashbacks,

this is an engaging novel which promises to appeal to fans of Zadie

Smith’s White Teethand Bernadine Evaristo’s Girl, Woman, Other.

https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/buch/dschinns/978-3-446-2691

4-9/

Rights sold:  Arabic (Al-Kamel), Denmark (Politikens), Finland

(Kosmos), France (Mercure de France), Italy (Fazi), the Netherlands

(Signatuur), English world (Wisconsin UP), Poland (Cyranka),

Slovakia (Tatran), Spain (Random House)

Listen to translator Jon Cho-Polizzi reading a sample translation from
Fatma Aydemir’s Djinns. This video is available as part of the New
Books in German playlist on the Translators Aloud YouTube channel.

https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/buch/dschinns/978-3-446-26914-9/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/buch/dschinns/978-3-446-26914-9/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLb79xn1QTw3y-uP2es2qBbOQQbhOkcbEx
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLb79xn1QTw3y-uP2es2qBbOQQbhOkcbEx
https://www.youtube.com/c/TranslatorsAloud
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press quotes

A family saga about life in the spaces in between, that

touched me like no other. Fatma Ayedmir’s voice has a

power that goes straight to your heart one minute and

straight to the pit of your stomach the next.

Alena Schröder
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